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Department of
Interactive-

Design 1st year
with excellence

My true super-power is coming up 
with ideas. For a feature, for a prod-
uct, for a name, A solution, whatever, 
and one day it will be my idea and 
my team of amazing people who will 
make it big. 

I make silly jokes and puns. I am 
direct, coloquial and unofficial.
I bring my humor mixed with joy 
and touch of cynisim to the 
room, lightning up and easing the 
atmosphere. I say good morning 
and I ask what’s up and remind 
people that no matter how shitty 
they’re day is, they’re doing an 
awesome job.

Design is in the details. They take the 
product to the next level. I work with a 
grid, I create styleguides and I define 
the components in their atomic level 
to make sure consistency and preci-
sion are kept through all levels.

I am familiar with a large array of 
creative tools. I know how to choose 
the right tool, style and technique for 
the task, and I know every task 
needs more than one tool. I am fast, 
efficient, consistent, and I always ask 
for more.

Idea-Machine Attention to Detail

Energy Multi Disciplinary

Cake Day:

4.2.1984

Native Languages:

English, Hebrew

Not so native language:

German

Can swear in:

Russian, Arabic

Total Years of Experience:

12

Coffees/Day:

3

I like:

Cooking
Reading
Puns & dad jokes
Art & Design

Favorite food:

Schnitzel

Pets:

Dog
Twin daughters 

Adobe XD

Photoshop Illustrator

Figma

Portfolio
www.zotus.co.il

E-Mail
zotus.me@gmail.com

Phone
+49 157 5364 7411

Adobe
Premiere

Sketch/
Invision

After Effects HTML/
CSS/JS

 Sep ‘08 - Jul ’09
Junior designer,
HD Interacitve/
Icon Interactive
small and local

ad agencies (Tel Aviv)

A DESIGN SYSTEM FOR WEBTREKK

Through my work at the product team, I developed a modular and reusable compo-
nent library, in which I identified and catalogued the colors, fonts, grid and all UI ele-
ments, guided by clear standards in a deployable document and prepared them to 
be assembled together in any interface and combination, while insuring consistency, 
scalability and great user experience.
I initiated, presented, advocated, defended and fought for this design infrastructure 
project through an extremely design-ignorant analytical environment, because I 
knew this is the missing piece in the Webtrekk puzzle. 

TIMES OF CONSTANT CHANGE IN FINREACH/FINLEAP

Finleap is an interesting and challenging place - Stormy times of constant shifts and 
changes in product scopes, priorities, positions, company structure, PSD2 and 
Corona. Being in the product team and collaborating with other 2 top-notch product 
owners, together we have defined, planned and led the development of the compa-
ny’s different products, meant to be fused together into one world-changing eco-sys-
tem of banking APIs and connectivity. 
I have explored many use-cases, defined flows, created mock-ups and high-end pro-
totypes visualising different user touch-points of this eco-system: From admin 
panels for clients, developer portals and all the way to the end-users mobile screens 
of different products, all the while trying to keep a straight line with a design system.

I also created some videos for product-launches and designed the company’s web-
site - an exteremly difficult task in such a situation. A lot happened. Ask me more!

3 YEARS AS A FREELANCE

As a freelance, one learns some interesting skills not directly related to his expertise: 
Always acquire new tools, self-promotion, negotiation, not to take things personally, 
dealing with never-thankful clients, book-keeping, never say no to a job, demand what I 
deserve, patience and persistence and the importance of doing a good job and finish-
ing it within always impossible dead-lines, and above all - To love design.
If you don't learn that fast, you're out of the game. There are no second chances and 
no mercy. 
My clients were advertising agencies and small businesses that aired online cam-
paigns and needed material such as landing pages, banners, newsletters, presenta-
tions and so on.

I WANT TO TAKE THE LEAD!

I believe design meets all departments of a company - from product to marketing and 
even HR. With experience mentoring a junior designer and assisting fellow designers in 
an agency, to working in collaboration with the product team, it’s me who can bring the 
importance of a holistic design approach to the decision table and represent your 
design department in front of the management. Together we will brainstorm features 
and ideas, define strategies and ensure consistency and best practice through all verti-
cals. 

Aug ‘09 - Nov ’10
Designer,

TBWA Israel

 Nov ‘10 - Oct ’14
Freelancer,

Zotus Creative Media (Tel Aviv)

Jan ‘15 - Jun ’15
Designer at Magix - 

Interactive Services (Berlin)

ADAM GRAMSE
Senior Product & Interaction Designer
Married + 2

36, Berlin

Jan ‘16 -  May ’17
Senior Designer

Merkur Interactive Services (Berlin)

Oct ’17 - Mar ‘19
Senior Product Designer

Webtrekk Analytics (Berlin)

Apr ’19 - Today
Senior Product Designer

Finreach/Finleap Connect

Past Experience

X = Time
Y = Experience

Professional Qualities:

Red Lines:

Personal Qualities:

Contact:

Carreer highlights:

My Tool Box:

Exploitation of User Data

Spying, Stalking and Surveillance

Facial Recognition

Profiling

Porn, Hate, Gambling

Dodgy Terms and Conditions


